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About This Game

Terra Lander is a homage to the classic early days of arcade retro, we hope you enjoy!

Navigate the player to the landing pad through twenty increasingly dif 5d3b920ae0
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What a funny little game! Terra Lander reminds me old school games which i played on Atari 800 XL. I love simple graphics,
great music and "Hawking", who is trying to comment player's failures;-). Retro games are not my cup of tea (not all of them),
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but this one is likeable.. Simple little game where you try to land your craft on the landing pad. A few levels in it starts to require
you to shoot things to progress. Now I had to fail a few different times before even noticing the mention of shooting controls
somewhere. The big problem with the shooting is that there is no reticle of any sort and I had to drag my mouse in the
approximate direction I wanted to shoot, for every single shot. I couldn't just drag in a direction and keep clicking to keep
shooting in that direction, if that makes it any clearer. Overall I didn't find it very fun, and the shooting thing just made it
annoying. I wouldn't recommend it, even on sale.. Back in the 80s, we would have loved this game. Its honestly a great litte retro
inspired space lander phsyics / shooter game.. The cards was the funniest part of the game. no direction for gun dosn't fire half
the time. Alright . I played games like this when I was a kid . so it's old school. Much more polished than games back then
though. You need to guide a lunar module through various cave systems, with different gravity settings, which would be hard
enough, but you also have alien gun emplacements shooting at you while you are trying to squeeze your module through a gap
just a few pixels wider than your ship. It's not easy, and the game throws insult after insult at you while you constantly fail! I
made it to level 6 of 20 before calling it a day. I'm not young enough and the precise control needed to guide your ship
abandoned me years ago. BTW, shooting is via the mouse. You don't have to start over from level 1 when you die, use the arrow
keys to select "Furthest" and you'll start on the highest level you reached. I liked what I saw of the game, frustratingly hard as it
is, but just don't have the motor control to play it past level 6.. I really like it, this game has me fishing for quarters to drop in the
DVD slot! They totally captured the feel of an early 80's arcade game. Its hard, but not impossible. Its just spot on for what I
remeber. Controls are arrow keys or wasd for movement. To shoot at the fuel tanks or enemy turrets you hold a left click and
move your mouse in the direction you want to shoot. It takes a bit of getting used to but you get the hang of it quick.. Game is
fun.
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